
OUT BOUND TRAINING BY DIPIKA DABHI AT THE 
KUNDA RESORT ON 06-03-2021 

 

The out bound training was arranged on 06-03-2021 at The Kunda Resort. 

We went for out bound training on 06-03-2021 in the morning with the team of 58 Students and 7 

faculties of MCA and MBA Courses. The students have done the various activities with the guidance 

of the tourist guide. 

The following activities were done in the Out bound training:- 

➢ The students have done the tracking in the hilly area from that they have learnt to build self-

confidence and helping each other in the difficult times. 

➢ The students have done the Tent making activities with the available resources at the top of 

the hill with group members with the time bound of 15 minutes. The students had learnt to 

do the team work with group members and how to complete the given task with limited 

time and limited resources. 

➢ The another activities done was The blind falling in which the students have walked on the 

bamboo by tying their eyes with black strip the team members will support the performer by 

holding their hands so that performer can complete the task. From this activities students 

had learnt about trusting on each other, trusting on own self, analysis of the situation and 

building of the self-confidence. 

➢ The two activities were arranged was river crossing and rappling the motive was to reduce 

the fear from the mind of the students. The students feel fear free after doing the river 

crossing and rappling. 

➢ So ultimately we can prove the slogan true “Learn with Fun “by this out bound training as 

the students were able to learnt the concept of team building, self-confidence, trusting on 

group members and how to complete the task in available resources in predetermined time 

bound. 
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